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Excellence in Information Management 

This award recognises excellence in the delivery of Information Management services beyond the 
business as usual; through initiatives that are new to the organisation or new to Local Government. 

 

City of Marion - Metrics that Matter Delivery Group 
Metrics that Matter 

Summary of Nomination: 

The ‘Metrics that Matter’ project has delivered a data analytics platform (DAP) for the City of Marion 
that provides the ‘Metrics that Matter’ to inform decision making and improve service delivery. The 
project was designed to transform the way that the City of Marion accesses, interrogates and uses 
its data to deliver on Councils purpose ‘To improve our residents’ quality of life; continuously, 
smartly and efficiently’, with $148,000 invested in the financial year 2018/19 to implement the 
project. 
 
Commencing in July 2018, go live was June 2019. As a new concept for the City of Marion the project 
was divided into three discreet stages. In Stage 1 we approached the market seeking vendors to 
present options for a DAP and business intelligence (BI) solution. Stage 2, the shortlisted vendor 
worked with key stakeholders to gather requirements and further develop the scope and project 
deliverables. During Stage 3 the designed solution was implemented; a cloud hosted DAP (Microsoft 
Azure), deployment of BI software (Microsoft Power BI) to 40 users and the development of data 
models and visualisations. 
 
The project took a service-focused approach to deliver data models that focused on bringing data 
together via a platform to visualise key metrics for Workforce Management, Customer Events and 
Expiations. Stakeholders and Subject Matter Experts from the business were involved throughout 
the process from requirements gathering through to User Acceptance Testing to ensure their needs 
were met.  

The project has been a success, having replaced numerous manual reports, saving staff time and 
improving the timeliness to respond to queries. Key reasons for the success of the project are the 
extensive collaboration with internal stakeholders, ICT support and a successful partnership with the 
vendor. Based on its success, the City of Marion has committed to the development of further data 
models via the Metrics 2.0 Project in FY2019/20. 
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City of Victor Harbor - ICT Team 
ICU2 (New Switchboard Initiative)  

Summary of Nomination: 

All Councils face the same problem of locating staff and managing customer expectations around 
staff availability. There are many products on the market, but they only provide limited data to the 
operator and separate systems create barriers to obtaining certain information in a timely manner. 
Not even the current market telephony and presence leader can provide a solution with the level of 
content richness of the system we call “ICU2”. 
 
Utilising a concept developed by the Customer Service Team Leader, the City of Victor Harbor’s ICT 
section developed its own telephone switchboard / presence management dashboard incorporating 
a significant amount of presence data making the customer experience more streamlined for both 
the customer and staff providing assistance. 
 
This project has been hailed a significant success as staff can now be located within seconds instead 
of minutes, from a single location providing accurate information from multiple data sources. This 
sets the expectations for the customer at the earliest possible moment leading to reduced 
frustration for both the customer and customer service liaison officer, reduced call backs and costs.  
Other departments are also using the system as a single source of truth to locate and easily connect 
with staff through mobile, telephone, voicemail, instant message or email based on availability.  

Development started in 2014 using a series of external consultants before the ICT section was 
repositioned to undertake its own internal development which will see future efficiencies developed 
in house in the future. 
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City of Tea Tree Gully - IT Solutions Team 
Mail Automation 

Summary of Nomination: 

Mail Automation at the City of Tea Tree Gully is evolving a traditionally transactional task to use 
intelligent automation. Aiming to improve speed and accuracy of incoming mail via Australia Post, 
over the counter and internal mail, documents are now being automatically processed and 
workflowed to the appropriate department for action by a combination of services and emerging 
technologies.  
 
The Mail Automation solution combines mail handling services and systems, including Machine 
Learning and defined business rules to achieve end-to-end automated document processing. 
Documents received are opened, sorted and scanned, before being transferred to a cloud processing 
solution which applies artificial intelligence to read and detect the document type, identify and 
extract metadata. Once processed, documents are automatically registered into Councils Electronic 
Document and Records Management System with a constructed title, required metadata and 
appropriate workflows or actions applied, as required by Council processes to handle each individual 
document type. 
 
The solution benefits users and departments across the entire organisation in receiving rapid, 
enriched documents through internal workflow, and a consistent customer experience across all 
incoming communication channels. Automating the function releases Information Management 
resources and team members to focus on activities that drive greater value to our customers, 
support users within the organisation in Information Management and provides greater capacity for 
continuous improvement initiatives. 
 
With customer preferences changing to interact digitally, in conjunction with Councils effort to 
increase availability of online forms, it is reasonable to expect a decline in mail volumes over time. In 
preparing to ensure the Mail Automation has future value, the chosen solution and components are 
equipped to also handle incoming emails, and digitisation of legacy documents through the same 
service to increase value and reduce cost of archive and document storage. 
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Excellence in Community Experience 

This award recognises excellence in initiatives that have streamlined processes and improved the 
experience of the community; through the delivery of Smart City technology, digital transformation 
or customer engagement. 

 

City of Salisbury - Arrangements to Pay Systemisation Team 
eServices Arrangement to Pay Project  

Summary of Nomination: 

In June 2016 the rates team considered how to deliver online services, and determined that online 
payment arrangements would enable our community to enter into their own arrangements to pay 
(ATP) for rates online (ATPOL) without the need to discuss private or personal information with staff 
and a further benefit being the service being available 24/7. The project successfully launched in 
June 2019 with the project team consisting of rates, IT and customer service staff. 
  
Milestones: 

• Identifying online service project to prioritise.  

• Investigating functionality within ePathway and other solutions, ePathway selected.  

• Designed ATP payment frequencies and parameters  

• Redesigned pages within ePathway to improve customer experience and provide ATP 
functionality.  

• Enabling Automatic registration for ePathway  

• Testing, Refining, Testing, Refining…  

• Stakeholder Show and Tell  

• Updated Internet content and soft launch (promoted through on-hold messaging) 
  
At the outset this project seemed simple to deliver, however, it required a high degree of 
determination to deliver, in part due to the focus on ensuring customer centric design, so much of 
the out-of-the-box design was not fit for purpose. Consequently, what has been delivered is a 
unique customer experience which had not previously been done for ATP in SA Local Government.  
ATPOL benefits our community as it provides freedom and choice; no need to explain why an ATP is 
needed - flexibility in payment frequency, system automatically calculates the payment amounts, 
automated email confirming the ATP details. This frees up Council resources to focus on less routine 
work and reduces phone traffic, improving wait times for other callers.  

The cost of the project was minimal, only requiring some external web developer days for page 
design. All other costs were internal resources. 
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City of Prospect, City of Burnside, Campbelltown City Council, 

City of Playford, City of Port Adelaide Enfield - Connected 

Cities Champions 
Connected Cities Stage 1 Project  

Summary of Nomination: 

In 2019, the Connected Cities Project successfully implemented a wide area, low powered smart 
sensor network in metropolitan Adelaide. The project was led by the City of Prospect in close 
collaboration with the City of Burnside, Campbelltown City Council, City of Playford, City of Port 
Adelaide Enfield, University of Adelaide and industry partner Meshed. The project was awarded 
grant funding from the Commonwealth Smart Cities and Suburbs Program in 2018. The total cost of 
the project was just under $290,000, with Councils and the Commonwealth each contributing 50 per 
cent. 
 
The smart sensor network spans eastern, western and northern Adelaide covering at least 35 per 
cent of the S.A. metropolitan area. It consists of ten LoRaWAN gateways and links with the 
University of Adelaide’s own network at its Waite, City and Roseworthy campuses.  The system is 
operational with online data dashboards and over 100 smart sensors in the field across the five 
Councils. Smart sensors have been activated to collect usage data for myriad Council assets including 
streetscapes, a large toddler wading pool, tennis courts, barbecues, off-street parking, toilet 
amenities, playgrounds and a weather station. Data collected supports Councils’ asset maintenance, 
enables evidence-based decision making for asset upgrades and replacements, and provides 
customers with real-time asset availability. The ongoing use of this data provides operational 
efficiencies and improves customer service by ensuring finite Council resources are allocated on a 
“needs” rather than “schedule” basis. 

The project’s mantra was to use innovative technology to improve operational and customer service 
performance. 
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City of Tea Tree Gully - Customer First Solution Project Team 
Customer First Solution  

Summary of Nomination: 

At the City of Tea Tree Gully we put our customers first which has been clearly demonstrated by the 
launch of our new Customer Relationship Management System (CRM) which includes the ‘My Tea 
Tree Gully Portal’. This 18-month project has successfully delivered significant customer and 
business benefits leveraging off the ‘best of breed’ Salesforce Service Console. 
 
The Project Team, a cross-functional group with a mix of IT and customer experience skills, delivered 
this project on time (May 2019) and 25% under budget (approximately $350k excluding licencing). 
For the last 20 years, Council has been managing customer data and requests through the Civica 
Authority System. After a two-year process focussing on optimising the Authority System a business 
case was developed that clearly outlined why the System was not capable of meeting our current 
and future needs. 
 
This project undertook significant engagement with our business where a co-design approach was 
embraced and achieved. The business requirements of the new CRM System (branded the Customer 
First Solution) also took into consideration key findings from our Voice of the Customer Program 
which has allowed us to deliver a Solution that will meet our customers’ current and future 
expectations. 
 
The Customer First Solution (CFS) is the foundational piece for the City of Tea Tree Gully‘s digital 
transformation journey which has a focus on delivering personalised services and information while 
building capacity to achieve digitally connected governments. 
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City of West Torrens - Web Administrators 
City of West Torrens Chatbots – Barton, Bindy and Paige 

Summary of Nomination: 

Our communities now expect to engage with us just as they would with any modern, digital 
business. Chatbots are computer programs that simulate a human conversation and they are 
becoming an expected way for people to engage councils. 
 
Between March and June 2019, our web administrators were able to develop and implement 3 
chatbots that are proving to be a boom for our community and our council. The chatbots are known 
as Barton, Bindy and Paige - they help provide information about our Thebarton Community Centre, 
Waste Management and Library services. 
 
Initially the team explored what they might be able to deliver to help answer the many questions 
being asked of our Thebarton Community Centre staff. By combining existing web content and 
content search tools with chatbot tools, the team were able to set the tireless Barton, Bindy and 
Paige to work on our website. 
 
The chatbots use a combination of platforms and services to deliver their unified experience. The 
core conversational machine learning is delivered using Google’s DialogFlow incorporated into our 
website using the Kommunicate chat platform. This allows for basic ask and answer functionality you 
would expect from a chatbot. To extend this functionality to ask questions that draw on information 
housed in external databases, we have created a Python web application that bridges the gap 
between the systems. This application powers the ability to ask about recycling specific items, 
whether the Justice of the Peace is in or bin collection days for specific suburbs. The chatbots also 
search our website and suggest pages to find the information when the chatbot may not know the 
answer.  

The chatbots have been developed at low cost by leveraging off existing web content and search 
tools with the only spend being around $400 per annum for each chatbot presence. 
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Excellence in IT Service Delivery 

This award recognises excellence in the delivery of Information Technology services beyond the 
business as usual; through initiatives that are new to the organisation or new to Local Government. 

 

City of West Torrens - Network Administrators 
Hyperactive 

Summary of Nomination: 

Just like virtualisation revolutionised and replaced farms of physical servers with virtual servers, a 
new technology called "Hyper Converged Infrastructure" (HCI) is virtualising servers, storage & 
networking. The Dell “VxRail” HCI can also treat 2 geographically separate sites as a “Stretched 
Cluster”, treating both sites as one. 
 
This nomination acknowledges the City of West Torrens Network administration team for 
implementing and setting to work the first truly active/active hyper-converged infrastructure in 
Local Government in South Australia. 
 
The traditional approach to IT compute and storage resources was to have a "production" (Prod) 
environment and a "disaster recovery" (DR) environment at a safe distance apart. The DR 
environment was typically an in-active copy of the Prod environment with less compute and storage 
to save money. Hyper converged infrastructure is a new approach that virtualises compute, SAN and 
networking. In a “stretched cluster”, the compute resources at both locations are available to be 
used and the data stored at any location is available at the same time at both locations. 
 
This new approach has delivered key benefits including:  

• Greater compute performance because all resources in the cluster are used  

• Improved business continuity because the cluster keeps systems working if a site is down  

• The environment is simple to operate and manage  

• The cluster can include cloud environments  

• It is a scalable environment, which will allow the lifespan of the kit to be extended. 
 
The team worked with people from Computers Now and Dell/EMC to design the configuration and 
migrate onto the new infrastructure with no impact on our end users and the minimal downtime 
required was performed outside working hours. 

The upfront cost was similarly priced and cheaper in most cases to other solutions. The new 
technology will see us realise savings on maintenance, monitoring and replacement costs. 
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Excellence in Employee Experience 

This award recognises excellence in initiatives that have enhanced or introduced new business 
processes to improve the employee experience; through the delivery of IT infrastructure, 
applications or process improvements. 

 

City of Tea Tree Gully - Digital Communications Team 
Powering the people to transform their own digital employee experience  

Summary of Nomination: 

The City of Tea Tree Gully has a strong focus on putting customers first. Our highly successful digital 
transformation program provides online options for over 90% of our applications, payments, 
bookings and requests. However, over the last year we focused on improving our digital employee 
experience: streamlining services; gaining efficiencies and significance; and by improving the 
employee experience, creating better customer outcomes too. 
 
Staff members have been empowered to use smart online forms to transform the way they perform 
tasks. This tool has assisted in digitally transforming employee experiences. Over the financial year 
2018–2019 we published 182 forms and received 14,000 submissions. Currently we have 230 
published smart forms, with 114 focussed on streamlining internal processes. 
 
Smart forms have been a foundational piece for the City of Tea Tree Gully ‘s digital transformation 
journey, focussing on a better staff experience via digital automation, greater accessibility and ease 
of use. Smart form integration has the option to automatically save submissions into our records 
management system, to segregate payments into correct general ledger accounts, as well as 
providing logic and calculations to reduce manual intervention, previously required when processing 
certain tasks.  
 
The digital communications team worked with the organisation to journey map our most used 
internal services and processes, identifying significant pain points for employees. As of August 2019, 
there were 28 smart form editors across the organisation. Not only have we enabled teams to 
continuously improve their own services, but all editors now work using a business co-design 
approach, where cross-functional services are worked on together to achieve better outcomes for 
the whole organisation. 
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City of Burnside – People and Innovation Team 
Electronic PDR and TNA  

Summary of Nomination: 

As shown in countless studies Learning and Development is the biggest contender for employee 
engagement and retention. According to a recent LinkedIn Learning Report, 94% of employees 
would stay at a job longer if they invested in their career. 
 
The Performance, Development and Review (PDR) process is a formal mechanism for employees and 
line managers to align individual objectives to annual departmental goals. The process provides a 
framework for constructive discussions and feedback to ensure our employees have a clear 
understanding of what is expected of them and that they are empowered with the tools, 
development opportunities and support they need to succeed.  
 
Although the PDR process isn’t a new idea the City of Burnside has taken an innovative approach to 
the performance review tool that is a legislative requirement under the Local Government Act. The 
Electronic PDR system has refreshed an out-dated paper based system that required lengthy 
meetings, double handling and no automated reporting ability to create an innovative platform 
providing efficiency and effectiveness gains, less environmental impact due to printing, secure 
record management and a streamlined live data Training Needs Analysis (TNA) using PowerBI. This 
user-friendly system empowers staff to set achievable annual objectives, outline training needs, 
discuss career goals and provide/receive feedback in just two 20 minute sessions. 
 
The project was created in-house utilising internal resources, skills and technology/systems within 
the People and Innovation team. In addition, this process has saved the People Experience team 
approximately 790 hours per year (or 0.4 FTE). What was previously a manual time consuming 
analyse is now achieved with one click of a button! The PDR and Training Needs Analysis has 
provided Council the tools to invest in the development of our most important resource – our 
people. 
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City of Charles Sturt – Workplace Digitalisation Program Team 
Fleet Mobility Project 

Summary of Nomination: 

The project was formed from Council’s Digital Workplace initiative – and its aim was to automate 
and streamline the business process for the Fleet team and enable future business transformation.  
The project was initiated at the beginning of 2019 alongside the digital maturity assessment. The 
goal was to automate the paper-based processes and reduce the double-handling of administrative 
tasks within the Fleet team. The Fleet Mobility Project was then planned, scheduled, implemented 
and successfully delivered by the end of financial year 2019. Milestones included- stakeholder 
engagements, the business process solution, project implementation plans, risk management and 
gap analysis. 
 
The project was a collaboration between the Information Service portfolio, Asset Management 
portfolio, Fleet team and mechanics staff. The focus of the project was change management, 
streamlining of business processes, mobile device roll-out and operational data collection and 
reporting. The outcome was over and above expectations in that we have transformed business 
processes substituting paper-based work orders with having mechanics receive their Work Orders in 
the workshop in real time. This creates additional productivity for both mechanics and work group 
leaders who would have previously managed and manually updated and transcribed paper work 
orders in and out of the Works and Assets System. 
 
Having the workplace digitalised and optimised was businesses key driver. This improved 
productivity and provided transparency and opportunities for future development.  
The project has raised digital awareness across council and management as well as the promoting 
and identification of future opportunities pertaining to new digital business models. 
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City of Port Adelaide Enfield – Development Assessment Team 
Development Assessment Streamlining 

Summary of Nomination: 

The City of Port Adelaide Enfield's development assessment team made a decision in early 2018 to 
streamline its building, planning and essential safety provision (ESP) process to improve both the 
quality of information recorded and consistency of deliverables.  
 
This decision was taken in light of the pending system changes proposed by DPTI; it was considered 
important to be on top of our process to inspire both community confidence with consistent and 
professional information and to align with the Development Assessment teams KPI’s and external 
reporting requirements. This was considered to be the last significant change prior to adopting the 
proposed DPTI assessment system.  
 
It was a significant project;  

• 510 existing DA groups and categories were streamlined to 5 (We now have applications for Fast 
Track, General, Major, Land Divisions, State Commission Assessment Panel (SCAP) and ESP’s),  

• The number of workflow events created and/or modified for the 5 DA groups was in excess of 
700 which covered off categories for Private Certification, Building assessment, Planning 
assessment, Post events and ESP’s.  

• The number of templates/proformas created/modified was in excess of 50.  

• 592 hard copy folders retrieved and researched from storage to date for ESP’s with many more 
to go.  

 
The development assessment team worked closely with the information technology team to 
successfully action and implement this project. 
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Young Achiever of the Year 

This award recognises an individual under the age of 30 who has exceeded expectations, through 
excellence in customer service or delivery of an innovative project or process improvement. 

 

Laura Gamble – Town of Gawler 

Summary of Nomination: 

In the short 3 and a half years Laura has worked at Gawler Council, she has strived to meet 
organisational goals in line with the Councils strategic direction and legislative compliance. Starting 
as a trainee in February 2016, she stepped into the world of records for the first time. Within 10 
months, Laura was appointed into a permanent position of Records Support Officer. 
 
Laura has spent the last few years emerging herself into every aspect of the importance and duty of 
record keeping, hosting Northern Regional Records Management meetings and engaging in 
statewide consultations for the development of the new GDS 40. In 2019, at the age of 21, Laura was 
deservingly promoted into her current position of Senior Records Management Officer. She has 
taken all responsibilities delegated to her in her stride and continuously aims to innovate the records 
department at the Town of Gawler. 
 
Laura has undertaken big and small projects, including but not limited to the implementation of 
automatic folder generation, EDRMS and Outlook integrations, Council’s website re-development, 
project managing the ongoing Microfiche digitisation project and Council’s offsite storage cleanse. 
Another key achievement for Laura was not only the completion of her Certificate 3 in Business 
Administration 12 months before the expected completion date but she then went on to study her 
Certificate 4 in Record Keeping which she also completed within 12 months of commencing. Laura 
has also undertaken the role of Council’s accredited Freedom of Information officer and is excellent 
at dealing with the community and their requests. 
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Jaime Stiles – City of Charles Sturt 

Summary of Nomination: 

Jaime is a versatile, engaging and customer focused member of the Information Services team, and 
has led and worked on several innovative initiatives to improve outcomes for our customers, 
residents, and staff.  
 
Jaime led a business process review to identify opportunities for improvements in processing 
Council’s hardcopy and electronic incoming mail to ensure customers and residents correspondence 
was managed in a timely and accurate manner. The review led to the implementation of an 
automated processing tool expected to save the team up to 3 hours a day, and better 
responsiveness to customer emails. 
 
Whilst in her role as Technical Support Officer (Service Desk), Jaime undertook an additional project 
role to support the rollout of 95 new devices to Council’s field staff. These new devices with 
improved technology have future proofed their continued use, aligning to the business’ 
communications strategy, and will continue to support our staff whilst out in the field and on the 
road.  
Our Marketing and Communication’s team needed a better way of managing their digital assets 
(images, video, stock library, design files, etc. for promotional use). Jaime also lead this review with 
over 40 improvements identified to streamline the teams’ processes and better manage Council’s 
digital asset library.  

Jaime’s willingness to go above and beyond in her role with her positive attitude and outlook is a 
strong quality admired by her peers, leaders and business partners. 
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Nikolai Belkin – City of Port Adelaide Enfield 

Summary of Nomination: 

In order to provide a cost-effective solution to the challenge of introducing computer-based systems 
to its outside workforce, a decision was made to develop custom software to deal with work 
management (job dispatch, updates and closure), job costing (labour and machinery), asset 
inspections and job safety.  
 
The benefit of this approach has been a solution that is customised to the needs of the council, a 
simple and repeatable user interface the staff can understand, a solution that has been integrated 
with the back-end systems and savings in software licensing.  
 
A critical factor in the success of these Apps has been the quantity and quality of Nikolai’s software 
development work. The apps meet the business need, perform well, look great, are secure and 
rarely fail. They are rock solid.  
 
Nikolai also provides excellent customer service and contributes to a number of other application 
support issues and projects for which he is highly regarded and respected by his customers and 
peers. He never backs away from problem resolution and the tougher the issue the more likely 
Nikolai is the go to person.  
 
Nikolai’s drive to produce a usable, well performing, quality product and his maturity and approach 
belies his age. 
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Colin Hall – Light Regional Council 

Summary of Nomination: 

Since commencing employment at Light Regional Council in May 2017 as a trainee, Colin has:  

• successfully completed Certification III in Local Government and his two-year traineeship 
(despite not having an onsite IT Manager and/or a senior IT staff member to validate his learning 
and development and offer technical support for 8 months of his traineeship). 

• been offered and accepted a full-time permanent position with Light Regional Council  
• acquired competency in IT to enable him to effectively:  

- provide exceptional customer service to Council’s 100 staff (including Elected Members), 
across 5 sites;  

- provide support to client end systems, such as desktops, tablets and mobiles; and 
troubleshoot and facilitate solutions to problems related to LRC’s software, hardware, 
printers, and multi-functional devices – ensuring IT continuity and ‘business as usual’ to the 
community; 

- communicate and coordinate technology upgrades including a desktop refresh for a third of 
Council; and a mobile refresh for the for newly Elected Members following the 2018 local 
government elections.  

- assist with the coordination of the Telstra NBN project across 5 sites; improving Light 
Regional Council’s telecommunication and internet connectivity, performance and 
productivity; 

- ensure operations weren’t impacted during head office renovations, by setting up staff to 
work at an alternate location for 6 months, and then guaranteeing the network data point 
patching was completed before staff returned;  

- proactively review annual payments in the finance system, identifying out of date service 
agreements and gaps in the payment of some licence renewal charges, enabling 
management to rectify the matter.  
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